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Let 0(U) denote the finely harmonic functions on U a fmely open subset of @ 
such that ag/Z = 0 almost surely on U. Define A,(K) to be those g in C(K) 
such that if K’ is the fine interior of K then g 1~’ is in O(K). We prove that 
A,(K) is invariant under the Vitushkin localization operators, i.e., it is T- 
invariant. We also settle an open question of Fuglede on the existence of poly- 
gonal arcs in finely open subsets of [w”. Using T-invariance we prove that point 
derivation yields a continuous functional on A,(K) for each point of K’. Using 
the polygonal arc results as well one can show that for a large class of z in K’, 
f(w) = (g(w) - sW(~ ~ 1 .a ex en t d s across z and is in 0(K), from which 
f(z) = g’(z). We also establish that R(K) and A,(K) have the same Arens- 
Singer and Jensen measures. 
INTRODUCTION 
Once fine potential theory became firmly established by Fuglede and others, 
it became natural to ask whether a notion of fine holomorphy existed. If  U is a 
finely open subset of C and f  maps U to @, when should f  be called finely 
holomorphic? The initial suggestion, by Fuglede, was to study those f  for 
which there is a base (&) of compact fine neighborhoods for U such thatf jK, is 
in R(K,) for all 01. This definition has several advantages, in particular the 
local uniform approximation property allows one to obtain qualitative informa- 
tion about derivatives off ; see [2, 1 I]. W e call the collection of such f  6JF( U). 
After Debiard and Gaveau discovered that one can differentiate finely harmonic 
functions in a stochastic sense it became natural to callffinely holomorphic on U 
if f  is finely harmonic on U and if aj/Z = 0. The set of all suchf has become 
known as U(U). It is not known whether this notion is equivalent to that of 
Fuglede or not; i f f  is in cO,( U) it is certainly in Co(U). 
In this paper we prove that many of the properties of functions in U,(U) 
extend to functions in U(U), in particular for every point x in U there is a 
natural continuous point derivation at x of 0(U) --P C. We also show that for 
a large class of x in U (f(z) - f(~))/(,z - X) is also in 0( U), showing the existence 
of a more classical sort of derivative. 
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The key to these problems seems to be an application of fairly deep theorems 
from rational approximation theory, mixed with a certain amount of stochastic 
integration and probability. 
We shall study what Debiard and Gaveau call E(K), and what we shall call 
A,(K) (to denote that it is like A(K) only with the fine interior rather than the 
usual one in the defining relation). Let A,(K) be the set of all continuous 
functions on K such that f restricted to the fine interior K’ of K is in O(K’). 
A,(K) is a well-behaved algebra between A(K) and R(K) which can be 
characterized, without reference to fine topology, in terms of R(K). In particular, 
it is T-invariant, although probability theory is required to prove it. This fact 
gives us a handle on most of the problems in this paper. 
In order to deal with the existence of derivatives in the classical sense, we 
need to show that connected finely open sets are polygonally path connected. 
Our method is valid for finely open sets in [w” for all n 3 2. This resolves an 
open question in [6], so we include the details for n > 2. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL PROPERTIES OF A,(K) 
In what follows terms such as open, continuous, compact will always be with 
reference to the usual topology on @, unless it is explicitly stated otherwise. 
If  UC @, then U will always be the fine interior of U. 
Recall from [2, Part I; 31 the following notation and theorems. Consider K 
a compact subset of @. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let H(K) denote the unqorm closure of the restrictions to K 
of functions harmonic on a neighborhood of K in the usual topology, then the elements 
of H(K) are precisely those continuous functions on K which are fiflely harmonic 
on K’. 
Let Z,$ denote Brownian motion started at x, running in C. 
THEOREM 1.2. If f is smooth on a neighborhood of K, and TK denotes the 
first exit time of Z, from K. The following inequality holds 
Equation (1) is also less than 
(1) 
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The proof in [3] is for real valued functions; the complex version is a trivial 
extension. The case of f  harmonic is of special interest. A consequence of 
Theorem 1.2 is that anyf in H(K) uniquely defines af/az and af/iE, functions 
defined a.e. with respect to Lesbegue measure on K’, such that 
f(Z,,,) - f (Z,) = jotA” p dZ + JliATK g dZ. (4 
We recall that at least when X and Y are L2 bounded continuous martingales 
and when C and D are adapted predictable processes, the defining relationship 
of stochastic integration is 
(3) 
for all t for almost every point in the sample space. (X, Y)t is the unique 
continuous adapted bounded variation process such that (X, Y)O = 0 and 
X,Y, - (X, Y)t is a complex martingale. (We choose to extend ( , ) from 
real to complex martingales in a bilinear rather than sesquilinear fashion so that 
(X, X) is increasing rather than (X, X)). 
DEFINITION 1.3. f is in A,(K) $ and only if f is in H(K) and af/az = 0 
almost surely with respect to Lebesgue measure on K’. 
THEOREM 1.4. The following are equivalent for f  in C(K) 
(i) f~ A,(K), 
(4 f . 4(K) C 4(K), 
(iii) f  . R(K) C H(K), 
(iv) f E H(K), g: I :++ f(z) z E H(K); i.e., f and z .f~ H(K). 
COROLLARY 1.5. A,(K) is a uniform algebra on K. 
Proof. A,(K) contains R(K) so it separates points and contains the constants. 
Theorem I .4 (ii) implies that A,(K) is an algebra, condition (iii) or (iv) implies 
that A,(K) is closed. Q.E.D. 
Before proving Theorem I .4, we state a form of the change of variable theorem 
for continuous martingales suitable for complex variable theory. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let X, ,..., X, be complex valued L2 martingales with continuous 
paths. Let D be a domain in en such that (XI ,..., X,)(t) is in D for all t > 0 almost 
surely and suppose f: D -+ C is smooth; then 
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k 
d{Xj ) x,)). (4) 
Proof. It is deduced from the real variable formulas in [4, p. 1011. As noted 
in [3] it has simple form whenever f  is analytic or real analytic, or if the X, are 
independent. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. (i) implies (ii): Let f  and g be in A,(K), then by (4) 
applied to the function from C2 to C, defined by (a, w) H z w 
(f . g)(Zw,) = (f . g)(Zo) f  IoiA” g(ZJ df(Z,) 
t J”tATK f(G) 4dZt) + fATK 4fW7 g(Z)>, * 
0 
Using (2) to substitute (af/aZ) dZ for df(Z), etc., (3) and (Z, Zjt = 0 implies 
on integrating up that the third term above is zero. So 
(f . g)(Z,,,) = (f . g)(Z,J + ,:,, f  . g + g * g dZ,v > (5) 
thus f  . g is finely harmonic and continuous on K and so by Theorem 1.1 is in 
H(K). By the uniqueness of (2) a(f g)/% = 0 all most surely and f  is in 
A,(K). 
(ii) implies (iii) and (iii) implies (iv) are trivial. 
(iv) implies(i): I f  z.f is in H(K), then (Z,f(Z))thrK=O by definition, but 
a f  (Z)>,A, = 8 s tATK (af /as!) dt. bY (3) 0 
Thus af/% = 0 almost surely, i.e., f  is in A,(K). Q.E.D. 
The above theorem shows that there is a unique maximal algebra in H(K) 
which contains R(K). Recall from [8, Lemma 3.21 that H(K) is the closed 
linear span of log / R(K)-l 1, so condition (iii) of Theorem 1.4 could have been 
rewritten as A,(K) is the maximal R(K) module in the closed linear span of 
log 1 R(K)-1 1. This definition makes sense for an arbitrary uniform algebra; 
it would be interesting to know of abstract conditions for the module to be 
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another algebra, as here. Given a uniform algebra A it is interesting to look at 
certain special representing measures, the Jensen and Arens-Singer ones. Let 4 
be in the maximal ideal space MA . Then CL, a probability measure on MA , is 
Arens-Singer (Jensen) for A if and only if 
log I +(f)l < JMA log If I 6 VfE kl(VfEE). 
Equality holds in (5a) for f E ApI; look at 1 u, 
THEOREM 1.7. Let /* be an Arens-Singer (Jensen) measure on K for a point z 
of K for the algebra R(K); then TV is also Arens-Singer (Jensen) fov A,(K). 
Proof. Choose p Arens-Singer for z and R(K). Pick f in A,(K)-+ then 
log j f(ZtATK)/ is a martingale for each K in K. So Theorem 1.1 implies that f 
is in H(K). We have noted that H(K) is the closed linear span of log j R(K)-1 (, 
solog/4(f)l =.lhlfld~. 
Suppose now that p is Jensen for z and R(K); then by [8, p. 39, Theorem 3.41 
g(s) < sg dp for all g continuous on a neighborhood of K and subharmonic 
there. By an approximation theorem of Bleidtner and Hansen [2, Proposition 4.51, 
every continuous function on K, finely subharmonic on K’, is the uniform limit 
of such g’s If  f is in A,(K), then log j f / v  - n is finely subharmonic on K’; 
therefore log if(a)1 v  - n < slog j f 1 v  - n dp Vn. Let n tend to infinity, 
log / f j is bounded above; the monotone convergence theorem implies that 
log If(4l G slog lfld~. 
Thus p is Jensen for z and A,(K). Q.E.D. 
The results of the next section imply that the maximal ideal space of A,(K) 
is K. There are two easy corollaries of these facts. 
COROLLARY 1.8. A,(K) and R(K) have identical maximal ideal space K, and 
foq each k in K the same Arens-Singer and Jensen measures. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let B be any &form algebra on K that lies between 
R(K) and A,(K); it too has the same maximal ideal space, Arens-Singer and 
Jensen measures. Further, any B on K containing R(K) is in A,(K) if B is in H(K). 
The proofs are all trivial. The last constraint B C H(K) is of course by 
Theorem 1.1 just saying that enough of the Arens-Singer measures for R(K) 
are representing measures for B. 
These last comments seem to indicate that one will not be able to distinguish 
A4,( K) and R(K) by looking at subharmonic properties of the algebras. 
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2. A,(K) AS A T-INVARIANT ALGEBRA 
To obtain information about functions in A,(K) we find it helpful to ap- 
proximate them in various norms by special functions about which we know 
more. Debiard and Gaveau used Theorem 1 .I to prove the existence of a 
“derivative” on a set of full Lebesgue measure in K’ for allf in H(K). 
Much subtle information about approximation by analytic functions can be 
obtained for T-invariant algebras of functions. We prove in this section that 
A,(K) is such an algebra. Let g’(Q d enote all bounded Bore1 functions on C, 
with the uniform norm, and let y  be any smooth function with compact support 
on @. 
DEFINITION 2. I. T, is a bounded operator from a’(&) to itself defined by 
and by the Green’s theorem 
The following theorem can be found in [7, p. 25, Theorem 4.11. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f  E B(C,) and v  be smooth of compact support, then 
(1) (a/S) T,f = v(a/S)f in the sense of distributions; 
(2) T,f is continuous whenever f is continuous; 
(3) Tmf is analytic whenever f  is analytic; 
(4) T,f is analytic off the support of v; 
(5) T,f is analytic on the interior of y-l(l). 
T, operators are useful because of (l)-(5) above. Let v,, be a partition of 
unity, then at least for f  of compact support f  = x,, T,,f. Each T,,f is analytic 
off some small set and thus one has decomposed the singularities off. T, can be 
defined as a map of C(K) to C(K) by extending f  in C(K) to be zero off K and 
restricting Tmf to K. Note that if f  in SY(c,) is zero on K, T,f restricted to K 
is in R(K). 
DEFINITION 2.3. A uniform algebra B on K (in C) is T-invariant if 
(i) B 1 R(K), 
(ii) T,: B 4 B for all smooth q with compact support. 
To prove that A,(K) is T-invariant all one needs is a strengthened version of 
Theorem 2.2 (3), that is, we must prove that T,f is finely holomorphic whenever 
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f (continuous on K) is finely holomorphic. The continuity condition is in- 
essential; see the beginning of Section 3. 
THEOREM 2.4. A,(K) is T-invariant. 
Proof. The remarks preceding Definition 2.3 imply that it suffices to prove 
that T,f is finely holomorphic on K’ whenever f is in a(Q,,), continuous on a 
neighborhood of K and f restricted to K is in A,(K). 
Using Theorem I. 1 we find fn converging to f uniformly on C, such that each 
fn is harmonic on a neighborhood of K. T, is a continuous operator so T,fn 
tends to T,f on C. The problem is that T,f, need not be harmonic near K, let 
alone finely holomorphic. Now we might try to split T,fn into parts and hope 
to show that all but the “analytic” part tend to zero. This cannot work since the 
harmonic bit of T,fvA will not in general be real analytic. For each point k in 
K’, (Tmfn) o zt”,T, defines a stochastic process which, using Ito’s Lemma 
Theorem 1.6, we can decompose into holomorphic martingale, antiholomorphic 
martingale, and bounded variation parts. It turns out that one can prove that 
the holomorphic martingale part converges to (T, f) 0 (Z&rK) in L1 norm for 
each t. It follows that (T, f) o (ZfATK) . is a conformal martingale. T,f is thus 
finely holomorphic on K’. 
We now hang some flesh on the skeleton above. Recall from Theorem 2.2 that 
in the sense of distributions. Now $fJa% is smooth on a neighborhood of K, 
and a/% is elliptic, so by the elliptic regularity theorem [14, p. 201, Theorem 
8.12, car] T,f,, is smooth in a neighborhood of K and (6) is true in the classical 
sense there. 
We now apply Ito’s formulas for change of variable to (Tmfn)(ZfATK) and use 
(6) to simplify the terms. 
(T,fn)(%,) - (TmfWok) 
using (6) this is now equal to 
s 
tATK ; (TTfn) dZ + JotATK 
0 
q &fn d.Z + jotAT” f (v ;f,a) ds (7) 
and because fn is harmonic 
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We shall refer to the left-hand side of (7) as L, , and the three right-hand terms 
as R, , S, , and T, respectively. We shall refer to (T,f)(ZICnr,) - (T,f)(Z,,lc) 
as L. We see from Theorem 1.4 that if Zl”,, L and L are both martingales for 
all R in K’, the theorem will be proved. R, &id .Z& K R, are both L2 bounded 
martingales. Now 
E(! L - R, I) < E(l L --L I> + E(l Sn I) -f- WI Tn I)- 
Taking the terms on the right-hand side one at a time, L, tends to L uniformly 
so E(l L, - L I) tends to zero. Consider the second term: 
E(l S, I) < E(I Sn I”)“” 
= @(jotAT” lp11p~~12ds))1’z by(3) 
which 
which tends to zero by Theorem 1.2 becausef is in A,(K). So far we have made 
do with L2 estimates; it is T, that apparently forces us to use L1 estimates. 
Cauchy-Schwartz, and the estimate on E(lp j af,/Z I2 dt) show that there 
exists a constant C depending only on K such that the above is < C /I +/a~ //3o x 
I/ fn -f ])oo . It thus follows that R, tends to L in L1 norm uniformly in t. It 
follows easily that L is a martingale. Similarly as Zf;r, is bounded, ~3’~ R, 
tends to 2” . L in L1 norm. T,f is thus finely holomorphic on K’. Q.E.D. 
We list the following theorem about T-invariant algebras to be found in [7], 
others will be quoted later. 
THEOREM 2.5. If y  is any twice continuously dzzmentiable curve in @ (in 
particular a straight line or point), then the functions in B that have analytic 
extension to a neighborhood of y  are uniformly dense in B, whenever B is a T- 
invariant algebra. 
This result (with y  a single point) makes it sensible to consider point deriva- 
tions in A,(K), because for each point k of K we have a dense linear subspace 
of A,(K) where D,: f ++ f ‘(k) is well defined. If  D, is a bounded operator it 
extends, of course, to an operator on A,(K). In the next section we prove that 
/I D, II is finite for all k in K’, and the question arises: what sort of function on 
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K’ is Df ? There are real problems here mainly because the dense subspace on 
which D, is initially defined varies with k. 
Theorem 2.5 implies in a standard way (see [7]) that the maximal ideal space 
of A,(K) is K. 
3. DIFFERENTIABILITY OF FUNCTIONS IN c(U) 
Take any countable collection of finely continuous functions on U; then 
given any k in U Fuglede has shown in [5] that there is a compact fine neighbor- 
hood K of k in U on which all the fn are simultaneously continuous in the usual 
topology when restricted to K. If  we give U(U) the topology of uniform con- 
vergence on a fine base of compact sets, then D, being a bounded operator on 
A,(K) for each k in K’ implies that D, is a continuous function for all k in U. 
We thus restrict ourselves again to A,(K). 
Debiard and Gaveau in [2] proved that D, is a bounded functional on R(K) 
for all k in K’. Hallstrom had proved a Melnikov type test for k in K to have a 
bounded point derivation; Debiard and Gaveau utilized the fact that analytic 
capacity is dominated by logarithmic capacity and Wieners test for a point to 
be in the fine interior to show that the Hallstrom condition was satisfied there. 
The same techniques work here, the only difference being the introduction 
of a different analytic capacity, which we prove is dominated by the logarithmic 
capacity of a slightly different set. 
Let B be a uniform algebra between R(K) and A(K), and let 02 be the set off 
continuous on Cc, such that f( 00) is zero andf restricted to K is in B. We define 
a capacity depending on B. 
DEFINITION 3. I. es(E) = sup{ / f’( oo)i,f~ 02, f  analytic off a compact subset 
of E and ~lfiirn < I}. The traditional analytic capacities are special cases of the 
definition above, e.g., 
We quote from from [7] the extension of Hallstrom’s theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let B be a T-invariant algebra; jix q E K and a in (0, 1). Put 
E, = {.z E @, / x - q / E [a+l, an]}, then there is a continuous point deriwation of 
B at q if and only if x:%, a~‘%e(E,) isfinite. 
In this context a continuous point derivation will mean the unique continuous 
extension of the obvious differentiation operator defined on those functions in B 
with analytic extension to a neighborhood of q if the extension exists. 
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THEOREM 3.3 (Debiard and Gaveau). If J&l n/-log(Cap(E,\K)) < co and 
aB(En) < Cap(E,\K), then C ~-~“ol,(E,) < co. 
Proof. I f  the first sum is finite, then given X greater than zero there is n, 
an integer such that clg(E,) < e-nA Vn 3 n, . Choose A > 2 log(l/a). Q.E.D. 
If  Cap denotes logarithmic capacity, the first sum above is finite if and only 
if q is in the fine interior. To use Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 we must obtain an 
estimate on aA,cK) . 
THEOREM 3.4. Let E be compact with dense interior (e.g., an annulus) and K 
a compact set, then 
Proof. I f  K contains E”, then K contains its closure which is E, so aA, 
= 0 and inequality (8) is satisfied. Thus we may assume that there is a point z 
in the interior of EO\K, as the problem is translation invariant we assume that z 
is zero. To estimate a,,+) we need only estimate 1 f ‘( co)1 when f is analytic off E, 
bounded uniformly by 1 on @, continuous, and finely analytic on K’. We may, 
of course, assume f (co) is zero. Choose such an f, then zf (z) is a bounded finely 
holomorphic function on (@,\E) u K’; thus for any w off E\K’, -n v log 1 Z,W,, . 
f(Zgs)I is a submartingale bounded above where S is the hitting time of z” on 
E\K’. By [12, p. 131, vi-T6-j the submartingale convergence theorem 
E(-n v log 1 ZsWf(ZsW)~) > -n v log 1 wf(w)I. 
The monotone convergence theorem allows one to drop the n’s and we have 
log I wf(w)l < E(log I -Gf(W)l) 
and, because l/f lIrn < I, this is 
< EOog I zsw I). 
Now let w tend to co, 
i+z 1% I mf kJ)l = 1% If ‘(=J)l, 
of course, and 
;E E(log I Zg I) = log Cap(E\K’) 
as we shall see in the next lemma. We deduce that Cap(E\K’) > /f ‘(co)/. 
Q.E.D. 
This proof is an adaptation of the classical result as proved in [16]. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let E be bounded with zero in E”, such that E is capacitable and 
such that Se, the hitting time of E by 2, , is a.e. equal to a stopping time. Then 
-log(Cap E) = iz E (log I& 1) 
=E(k~$ 
Proof. First suppose that E is compact with smooth finitely connected 
boundary. Tsuji shows that 
--ledCap( = $2 (gC& ~0) - log I w  I), 
see [15, iii, 371. Now if 0 is in E”, then 
g&4 4 = --log 
and 
Thus 
-log(CapE)=limE(log/&-I). 
w+m 
Because E(log 1 l/Zsw 1) is harmonic in C,\E and uniformly bounded, the limit 
as w -4 co is 
We wish to extend the class of E for which (9) holds. Suppose E is any compact 
set with zero in its interior; one may choose E, decreasing to E such that (i) E, 
has smooth finitely connected boundary, (ii) Cap E, decreases to Cap E, and 
(iii) E, is in Ei-, . Then Stn increases to S, almost surely, E is bounded, E” 
contains zero, and the paths of 2,” are continuous so the bounded convergence 
theorem implies. 
E(log 1 Z2E, I) = & log(Cap E,) = log(Cap E). 
A similar argument establishes the case of E, a bounded open set containing zero. 
Log 1 l/Z, / is a submartingale on t < Si,iG, say. So E(log I ZFE 1) is a monotone 
set function on those E such that S, is a.e. equal to a stopping time. 
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Suppose E is capacitable as well, i.e., 
sup Cap(K) = inf Cap(O), 
K compact 0 open 
KCE 03E 
then the above implies that (9) holds for E. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let E be compact with zero in E”, then E\K’ is a set for 
which (9) holds. 
Proof. Because of the quasi-Lindelof property of finely open sets, there is a 
set T of capacity zero such that (E\K’) u T is a G, set. Q.E.D. 
This completes the section on the existence of point derivations because 
Wiener’s criterion [lo, p. 2551 tells us that C n/-log Cap(A,\K’) < co when 
A, is the annulus centered at k and with inner and outer radii 2* and 2n-1, and k 
is any point of the fine interior of K. 
4. PIECEWISE LINEAR PATHS IN FINELY OPEN SETS 
In [fl Fuglede showed that given a discontinuous subharmonic function the 
appropriate extensions of the Iverson and Hornblower theorems exist where 
the path along which the function attains its maximum asymptotically is a 
Brownian path. The elegant proofs of [6] depends on the fine topology. Carleson 
has shown that in the special case when the domain is lP one can always find a 
polygonal arc intead of a Brownian path. We prove that given a connected 
finely open set U and p, q in U there is a polygonal arc from p to q in U. For 
n > 2 this answers a question in [6] and allows one to replace Brownian by 
piecewise linear paths in all the theorems there. 
In fact we show that finely locally the path need never have length much greater 
than the distance between the two points, and this combined with Theorem 2.5 
will allow us to prove a mean value theorem for finely holomorphic functions in 
Section 5. 
Define B to be the unit ball in lP (n 2 2) and IV,% to be real Brownian motion 
started at x in B and stopped at the boundary of B. We wish to compare the 
probability of hitting a subset E of B with the normalized Lebesgue measure of 
the radial projection 17 of E onto the boundary of S. It will follow from the 
comparison in Theorem 4.1 that given any finely open set U and any x in U, 
then for any d > 0 there is a fine neighborhood V of x such that for any two 
points y  and z in V there is a path 1 in U, consisting of two straight-line segments, 
such that 
/II ~(1 +d)ly--I/. 
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It follows from the fine local connectedness of U that each component of U 
is connected by polygonal paths contained in that component and that U is 
finely locally polygonally connected. 
The key relationship is: 
THEOREM 4.1. Fix Y < 1 and n 3 2, then one can jind a C such that for all E 
compact in rB 
P(WphitsE) > CiII(E)I, (10) 
where j F / denotes the normalized outer Lebegue measure of F, a subset of the 
boundary of B. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 splits into two parts: The first deals with the 
special case where E lies in an annuli and has a potential theoretic proof. The 
second part pieces these annuli together using probability theory. The proof 
is very similar to that of Wiener’s criterion in [lo, p. 2551. The first part is 
contained in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. There is a C > 0 such that for all E compact lying in the annubs 
{P:@ < IPI <I> 
P(IV,O hits E) > C In(E 
Proof. We prove the lemma first for n > 2. Suppose U is an open set; we 
use G, and Cap, to be the associated Green’s and capacity functions. Let p be 
the conductor charge distribution of unit mass on E; then 
P”( IV, hits E) = (Gsp)(O) Cap,(E). (11) 
Because E is contained in rB, we have a lower bound for (Gsp)(O). So (11) is 
aC(l/~“-~ - 1) Cap,(E). This is >C Cap(E) because G,, 3 Gs on B. Now 
d(0, E) > r2 implies that we can give an upper bound for Cap(D(E)) in terms 
of Cap(E), for example, by using the definitions and the order-preserving 
Hahn-Banach theorem to construct a measure p on E with sup Gp < C/ 
Cap(U(E)). Of course, there is a C such that Cap(lT(E)) > C I IT(E)/ and the 
lemma is proved for the case n > 2. Suppose that n is 2. We have an expression 
like (11). P( Into hits E) = (GBp)(0) Cap,(E), where p is the equilibrium measure 
on E. As before we can construct a lower bound for (Gsp)(O). 
GB(x, w) = --log 1 z - w 1 + E(log I IVaz - w I) 
so Gs(z, 0) = -log I z / and 
(G-W) 2 2 lodlld. 
(12) 
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Thus 
P( Wt hits E) > 2 log( l/r) Cap,(E). (13) 
We let Cap(E) denote the logarithmic capacity of E, and compare it with 
Cap,(E). Remember the definition of logarithmic capacity if 
VE = inf (sup J- --log 12 - 0.J I Mw)), (14) 
or Probabilfty z 
measures on E 
then 
Cap(E) = e-“E, (15) 
and moreover the i&mum is attained for E compact. Let p be the optimal 
measure in (14); by (12) we have V, > G,+ + log(l/(l + r)). Thus 
V, + log(1 + r) 3 Gr,p and taking the supremum of the right-hand side 
V, + log( 1 + r) 2 l/Cap,(E). From (13) we now get 
2 l@%(lly) 
p(w’ hits E, ’ -log Cap(E) + log(1 + r) ‘ (15) 
As before we now estimate Cap(E) with Cap 17(E) and Cap IT(E) with In(E 
Suppose x and y  are in E, then 1 n(x) - II(y)/ is less than or equal to 
( l/r2) 1 x - y  1; so recalling the transfinite diameter characterization of Cap 
(see for example [13, p. 1871) we deduce that Cap(lT(E)) < (l/9) Cap(E), but 
Cap(n(E)) 3 & I n(E)I. 
See [13, p. 2851. Combining (15) with these inequalities one has 
2 log( 1 /r) 
p(w,O hits E, ’ -log[r2 1 I7(E)j;(l + Y) 89-J ’ 
I f  e is positive and less than 1 then l/-loge 3 e; thus because r2 / IT(E 
87r2( 1 + Y) is always less than one, 
fV’,O hits E) 2 (2 log +)(,,r’_ .,) I n(E)I. Q.E.D. 
We extend the lemma to give a bit more useful information, that the constant C 
in Lemma 4.2 can be chosen independently of the starting point of W, as long 
as it stays near zero. 
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LEMMA 4.3. As before we assume that E is in the annulus A consisting of the 
set of y such that r2 < 1 y j < r. Then there is a constant C such that for all x in 
r4B, 
P(IV,= hits E) > C 1 II(E)l. 
Proof. Let T denote first exit time from r3B of Wtx 
P(W,= hits E) = E(P(Wp’ hits E)) 
=s ,1/l=T3 P(W? hits E) PWT” E dr). 
There is a constant C independent of x in r4B such that 
P( w,= E dy) > CP( wro E dy). Q.E.D. 
We can now prove Theorem 4.1, the main theorem of this section. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. If Ei = urn (E n r4m+iA), then for at least one of 
i E (0, 1,2,3} P( W,O hits Ei) > $P( W,O hit E). Further In(E)I is a continuous 
subadditive capacity on the subsets of B, so one can always find compact E, 
increasing to E such that / l7(E,)I . increase to In(E)I whenever E is analytic. 
Combining these two observations we see that we need only consider E satisfying 
where E,,, = YOGA n E. Denote by T, the first exit time of W, from the ball 
rlmB and let F, be the set of paths of W, which do not hit E, until they have 
left the ball Y~~B. By scaling, one can apply Lemma 4.3 to F, and see that the 
events F,,, are nearly independent, allowing one to estimate the probability of 
missing E completely. 
F, = {W such that W,(w) misses E,, for all t E (T,,, , T,]} 
and is thus Z;. measurable for all i > 0. ftfi 
P( W,O hits E) = 1 - P( Wto misses E) 
By the strong Markov property this is equal to 
1 - E” (x (4 Fm) E(xP’o) I GJ), 
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where x denotes characteristic function. By Lemma 4.3 this is greater than or 
equals 
using the scale invariance of Lemma 4.3 and iterating, this is greater than or 
equal to 
1 - fi (1 - c I4%)l) 3 
V&=0 
1 _ ,-CC,“Irl(E,)I 
and by hypothesis this 
= 1 - C-C(WE)I 
3 (1 - e+) I n(E)1 
as In(E)/ < 1. Q.E.D. 
Because a finely closed set is, after adjoining a set of capacity zero, a G, , 
one can use the Choquet capacitability theorem to establish Theorem 4.1 for 
finely closed subsets of B. We now prove the result about paths in finely open 
sets. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let U be a finely open subset of Rn and let x be in U then for all e 
there is a fine neighborhood V of x such that any two points y  and z in V can be 
connected by a path 1 consisting of two straight-line segmts in U and such that 
/lIislessthan Iy--zl(l +e). 
Proof. Consider x in U, then for each e there is a d such that P( Wtx quits 
x + dB before U) < e/2C, to see this use the O-I law. Let V be that subset of U 
on which P(W,v quits y  + (d/2)B before U) < e/C. V is a fine neighborhood 
of x in U. By Theorem 4.1, given any 3 in V one can insert a ray of length d/2 in 
U from y  in any of a set of directions having a normalized solid angle bigger than 
1 - e. In particular if y’ is in V and 1 y  - y’ / is less than d/4 then there 
are two intersecting rays in U (one each from y  and y’) such that the length of 
the obvious path from y  toy’ has length less than 
1 y’ - y  I (1 + O(ezfn-l))). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The maximal polygonal arc connected subsets of a fkely open 
set are finely open. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Connected finely open sets aye polygonally aye connected. 
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5. A LIPSCHITZ CONDITION ON FINELY HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS AND 
DIFFERENTIABILITY 
Fix z in the fine interior of K and f  in A,(K). What do we know about g 
defined by 
g(w) = f(w) -f(Z) ) 
w-z ’ 
Certainly g is finely holomorphic on K’\{z,}, and there seems no good reason 
why g sould be continuous in the usual sense at a. The results of the previous 
sections combine to show that for a large class of z E K’, g is bounded on a fine 
neighborhood of a. In other words we prove a mean value theorem of sorts. It 
then follows from the extension theorem for bounded finely harmonic functions 
across sets of capacity zero that g has a unique extension to z and is finely 
holomorphic there. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let zO E K’, and suppose that I/ D, 11 < S for z in L a compact 
fke neighborhood of zO , then for each o there is an M, a second compact jke neigh- 
borhood of z,, such that f  E A,(K) implies 
lf(.x)-f(y)1 GilfllS(1 +oVx--Yi for all x and y  in M. 
Proof. This is a synthesis of the results of Sections 24. By Lemma 4.2 we 
can find a neighborhood say M of zO such that between any two points x and y  
in M there is a finite piecewise linear path I between them in L such that 
By the T, invariance of A,(K), we have a dense subset of functions in A,(K) 
which extend to be analytic on a neighborhood of 1. 
Choose g, in this dense subset so that g, tend to f  uniformly. By the classical 
mean value theorem 
I &W - gn(Y)l G I 1 I suPMa) I z E II\ 
G (1 -t 4 I x - Y I s II gn Il. 
Letting n tend to 00 gives us 
/ f(.y) - f(Y)1 < (I + o) I .x2 - y  I Silf Il. Q.E.D. 
When is 11 D, ~1 finely locally bounded ? At least on a finely open finely dense 
subset of K’, because !I D, /I is lower semicontinuous and K’ has the quasi-Baire 
property. It seems likely that the true answer is that ~1 l3,/~ is finely continuous 
except perhaps on a set of capacity zero. 
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It is interesting to note that nowhere in Theorem 5.1 did we need the existence 
of second derivatives. 
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